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Bump & Baby Event: Charlie Banana Has Your Green Needs Covered

#newmoms #clothdiapers

Disclosure of Material Connections: I received one or more of the products or services mentioned below for free. Regardless, I only recommend products or

services I use personally and believe will be good for my readers. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission's 16 CFR, Part 255:

"Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising."

When I first used Charlie Banana, it was all about cloth diapering needs for Tubby. Now that

Tubbette is here, I find that both of our needs can be met by this great company. The

convenience of having reusable options in the one place is tremendous. I loved browsing the

organic cotton undies as well. I think Tubby will get some for summer.

The diapers have changed a little bit since Tubby used them a few years ago. The signature

Charlie Banana adjustable elastic looper has now had a twin, making it harder to adjust but

also making it more sturdy in the setting you choose. I did the size small to try since I am

dealing with chubby little thighs. The fit was great there but a little loose on the waste. It

didn't matter though, since once stuffed with the small insert, the diaper comes up far enough

on her tummy and back that any poopsplosions are fully covered. And when it comes time to

change her, I have the very handy and eco-friendly organic cotton diaper pad to use. I use it

across the back and legs instead of the whole length of baby since that is where is mess is or

may happen...that has occurred once I take off the diaper then comes some more poop and

pee..it will fall onto the pad for quick and easy clean up. The changing pad is machine washable

so you always have a hygienic surface for diaper changes.

I got a set of cloth pads and nursing pads to use. I decided to go with basic black for the PUL

layer. I love trying out new types and shapes of cloth pads. Every one is different. These were

super absorbent pads. They are longer and a little thicker than the regulars I believe. At any

rate, they are fairly thin, effective, easy to use and wash. I just rinse them out before storing in

my handy wet bag awaiting wash day. They come in sets of 3. The nursing pads were fairly large

and great overnight, when Tubbette seems to sleep a *little* longer, which means my milk

gets stored up for longer and tends to gush out more when she does feed. They have a

wonderfully soft front that help soothe sore nipples and prevents them from sticking to milk -
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a great, unique feature. They are washed with the baby laundry and hanged to dry. I don't like

putting PUL in the dryer. Both these mama pads items come with a little reusable bag for

storage.

Check out the organic and reusables Charlie Banana offers your family to help you live green.

Connect with Charlie Banana:
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